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Preparation Paid Off For Philippines Disaster Team

Starting recovery from one major flood,
while fearing more big storms coming, NADA folk
in the Philippines assist survivors. Registered Trainer
Janet Paredes leads a corps of ADS-trained volunteers
working daily in shelters and improvised clinics. Janet
writes how her organization Integrative Medicine for
Alternative Healthcare works together with Health
Care without Harm to offer a combination of western
medicine, ear acupuncture and seeds, stress debriefing,
play and art therapy for the children, some basic
pharmaceuticals as well as health education.

Besides trauma, the floods inflicted injuries,
infections and continued exposure to cold, hunger
and lack of hygiene. Janet explained the tactics
used in setting up a community medical clinic in
one hard hit area. The people there were cold, had
upper respiratory infections, cough and colds, fever,
diarrhea and many other medical problems such as
leptospirosis, a bacterial infection from animal urine in
flood waters.
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counselors. North American members keep busy on
this relief work as well, landing donations to supply
needles, cash and other emergency aids. NADA
disaster expert Wendy Henry has been calling on
the contact list she has compiled from her services
after 9/11 and Katrina. NADA vice president Rachel
Toomim and Guidepoints staff writer Ryan Bemis
solicited contributions as well. Donors include needle
suppliers familiar to NADA members, Lhasa/OMS
and Helio. Needle collection campaigns are underway
at Pacific College of Oriental Medicine, Oregon
College of Oriental Medicine, Swedish Institute and
Brighton Hospital. The OCOM student group has also
given $500.00 in cash. (See page 2)
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Janet’s crew of providers included five
medical doctor volunteers, INAM clinicians doing
ear acupuncture, five volunteer nurses doing triage,
counselors and a child psychologist. Survivors
receiving care started their clinic experience with
orientation explaining the clinic flow. After going
through registration and having the nurses take their
vitals and do assessment, they met the doctors for
diagnosis. Those needing ear acupuncture went to
the INAM crew; those needing “debriefing” to the

Manila Flood Victims Flee On Power Lines

National Acupuncture Detoxification Association
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Guide-Quote …

“Acupuncture for military personnel is an
opportunity to unite two fringe communities:
those we designate our protectors (but who are
often required to kill) and the practitioners of
an ancient healing system based on returning
to balance. It is my hope that this melding will
ultimately be beneficial and balancing to both
groups.”
NADA Member Gregory Ross, LAc, in July, 2009
Acupuncture Today.

Young Typhoon Survivor At Emergency Clinic
CONTRIBUTE TO PHILIPPINES DISASTER RELIEF
To send funds conveniently, take the following data to a bank.
(Bundle donations since a transfer, of any size, costs $40.00)
SWIFT MBTC PHMM   U.S. Dollar Savings Account No. 232-223200324
Integrative Medicine for Alternative HealthCare Systems,
Philippines, Inc.
Metropolitan Bank and Trust Company
V. Luna East Avenue Branch, Lyman Commercial Bldg.,
East Ave. corner V. Luna Road, Diliman, Quezon City,
Philippines
There is need for linens, jackets, canned goods, towels, light
clothing. Items can be sent via “balikbayan boxes” in 18x18 or
20x20 inches in size, deliverable to the recipient’s door without
requiring payment of taxes. Mail boxes to:
Janet P. Paredes, 82-A MALAKAS street, Barangay
Pinyahan, Diliman, Quezon City
Philippines 1101

Delaware NADA Work Has
Uncertain Future

Following the shock of the sudden closure
of their premier acu detox site (see Guidepoints,
September 2009) members of NADA/Delaware now
face a possible legislative ban on acu detox utilization
by health professionals who are not also licensed
acupuncturists, chiropractors or physicians.
A new law sets up acupuncture licensure
for the first time in the state, effective next June.
Proponents of the law claim no intention to prevent
NADA work from continuing as it has done for
many years, but it could very well happen under the
present wording of the statute. Consequently, local
NADA folk intend to work with members of the
state’s acupuncture council on the problem, perhaps
via administrative rules attached to the new law, or

possibly by changes in the law itself. At presstime,
no specific plans were in place for meetings or other
events related to making changes, and there was
no indication whether state officials in charge of
addictions services would be involved in the process.
Lorna Lee, a Wilmington acupuncturist
who is generally credited with being responsible
for the successful passage of the new licensing law,
has suggested that NADA-trained ADS be allowed
to work so long as they needle only the basic ear
points, don’t advertise themselves as “acupuncturists”;
maintain licensure in an approved health care
profession and only work in facilities approved for
addictions treatment, including nicotine addiction. In
line with NADA doctrine, the ADSes would work
under general, not direct, supervision by a licensed
acupuncturist.
Lorna originally explained to Guidepoints that
a provision like this was considered for the language
of the new acupuncture licensure law but did not
find its way into the enacted law. “I will do anything
I can to make this not a problem for them”, adding,
“Anyone who does detox work, Bless Them!” (see
Guidepoints, September 2008). Lorna and others may
have believed that existing NADA practice would
be protected by new state mental health regulations
which authorized addictions programs personnel to use
adjunctive/alternative therapies, specifically including
acupuncture, if they “have received specific training
and/or credentials applicable to each modality”.
NADA/Delaware has offered model laws and
rules from other states in the region where NADAtrained staff work effectively, such as Maryland and
Virginia. Contact: NADA/Delaware Coordinator Tita
Gontang. Tita.Gontang@state.de.us
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NADA Office Moving In The New Year
While beginning in 2010, the NADA Office
will be operating from the Central Time Zone with
new management staff and a new office locale, services
to NADA members will not change. Information on
how to contact NADA after the first of the year will
be issued to all members in the near future.
Sara Bursac', a master’s level social worker
and ADS already known to many NADA members,
will be taking over management of the NADA
Office through her firm, Seva LLC, which has
recently concluded a contract with the NADA
board of directors. Seva was one of a number of
potential contractors who responded to a request for
proposal issued by the board in July following the
announcement by the owners of existing contractor,
of their intention to retire at the end of 2009.
Possessing the business background necessary
to manage the NADA Office, Sara’s strong clinical
experience also makes her especially well-qualified.
She can relate not only to the special needs of NADA
members but also to persons in the general public who

Sara Bursac' Treating Lifeworks Member

are seeking clinical services for themselves or a loved
one.
Sara received her original ADS training from
Claudia Voyles and John Harvey in Austin, Texas.
Her principal acu detox utilization has occurred
at LifeWorks Street Outreach Program, an agency
serving street-dependent youth and young adults in
Austin. In her proposal to the NADA board Sara

wrote: “I observed firsthand the power and impact
of the NADA 5-point auricular protocol and its
potential for improving the lives of those in need, in
an affordable and sustainable way”. Originally from
Croatia, bilingual Sara began her social service career
working with Bosnian refugees. She was educated at
the University of Michigan and Simmons College and
is also a trained Kundalini Yoga instructor.
Columbia, Missouri, a college town (University
of Missouri, Stephens College and Columbia College)
becomes the NADA Office’s new home town. It’s near
the middle of a state (with NADA-friendly regulation)
that is near the middle of the USA. Toll free phone
service will continue after January 1, 2010 at (888)
765-NADA, as will the email address NADAOffice@
Acudetox.com.

TAI Signs Early
NADA Activist

A NADA pioneer
who did much in earlier
days to normalize acu detox
as a modality applicable
in existing care facilities
has returned to closer
involvement with the field.
He is David Mercier, a
Maryland acupuncturist,
who now serves as vice
president of wellness
resources for Tai Sophia
Institute. His job includes
general responsibility for
the well-known Penn
North clinic in inner city
Baltimore, where TAI’s
acupuncture students help
the unit’s 1300 clients with
250 acu treatments per
week. David’s record as a
NADA trailblazer includes
establishing acu detox-based
programs at Enoch Pratt
Hospital in Baltimore, a
county health department
and the well-known Kent/
Sussex detox facility in
Delaware (see related story,
page 2). Contact: (410) 8889048 x 6684. dmercier@tai.
edu.
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Bringing deep
personal expertise
on American Indian
and Latino culture
to the knowledge
bank of NADA’s
registered trainer
corps, Celia PerezBooth attained
her RT status June
30. Celia works
Celia Perez-Booth
as a counselor at
Mott Community College in Flint, Michigan, and
obtained her original NADA certificate of training
at Brighton Hospital with Virginia June. She plans
to teach acu detox to addictions treatment staff of
native reservations around the USA, utilizing her
role as the Grandmother of the Sun Dance for the
Kalpulli Koalko people in Mexico as an assist in
opening doors for NADA training. Celia is also
interested in using NADA knowledge to help PTSD
students at Mott who are returnees from Iraq.
Contact: (810) 762-0367. celia.perezbooth@mcc.edu

New York Member Honored
As Addiction Nurse Of The Year

Joan Lohnes, a longtime ADS-trained
registered nurse and counselor in New York, received
the “addiction nurse of the year 2009-10” award from
the state’s office of substance abuse services. The
award judges determined that Ms. Lohnes is “the nurse
who best exemplifies excellence and quality service to
the field” according to the standard of “an individual
who has earned widespread recognition from his or
her peers and whose work reflects the highest level
of professional conduct and dedication to serving
individuals and families suffering from alcoholism and
substance abuse,” according to the agency.

David Mercier

Receiving her original acu detox training
at Lincoln Recovery Center in 1998, Joan is also
qualified as a Reiki practitioner and a holistic health
nurse. Besides her longtime NADA affiliation, Joan
is active in other allied health organizations including
the National Consortium of Chemical Dependence
Nurses, and Nurses in AIDS Care. She also serves on
a New York State Nursing Association peer assistance
panel for nurses needing counseling for their own
addictions. Contact: JoanLohnes@opiny.org

Nurses Breaking More
Barriers In Colorado

A recent NADA training has empowered an
inpatient psychiatric unit in Longmont, Colorado
to use existing nursing staff as acu detox providers
for patients. The training also imbued a licensed
acupuncturist in the area with future hopes of having
more ADS-trained nurses available. The success marks
a growing trend in Colorado to provide NADA
training and allow non-acupuncturist nurses to utilize
NADA therapy,
reflecting a nowestablished standard
of behavioral health
care in hundreds of
European psychiatric
hospitals. The
effort in Colorado
sprang from an
interpretation of an
existing nursing law
which legitimizes
nurses using the
five point protocol,
Jane Crawford
assuming they have
appropriate training
and supervision.
After several years of using acupuncture in a
Planetree hospital model, Longmont United Hospital
(LUH) hosted the NADA training in late 2008. A
successful pilot utilization followed a few months
later. But then LUH could not afford to have the
existing six acupuncturists on staff to provide the
acu detox service. The answer, according to staff
acupuncturist Jane Crawford, was to have two
recently NADA-trained psychiatric nurses to run acu
detox groups during their regular shifts.
The staff acupuncturists at LUH are busy
treating “thousands” of inpatients and outpatients
annually with full body acupuncture for nonpsychiatric conditions as prescribed by a physician
order, reports Jane. These treatments occur through
the hospital’s separate Health Center of Integrated
Therapies. But now, the newly instituted acu detox
groups provide the seven-bed psychiatric unit
with 17-30 acu detox treatments a month for dual
diagnosed and addictions patients. Besides acu detox,
the unit offers other counseling adjuncts, including
art and movement therapies. Jane explains that it was
Elizabeth “Libby” Stuyt’s pioneering success with
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acu detox at Colorado State Psychiatric Institute at
Pueblo that impressed the value of acu detox upon
the LUH leadership, who pride themselves on using
evidenced-based practices. Like Longmont’s behavioral
health unit, psychiatric nurses are a part of Libby’s
NADA team in Pueblo. Libby, a psychiatrist and
NADA registered trainer, reports there’s no explicit,
official policy about training nurses in Colorado. “We
just looked into the Colorado Nurse Practice Act
and found that it basically states that the nurse can do
anything the doctors tell them to do as long as they
have the training to do it. We decided this applied to
all kind of needles (drawing blood, doing TB testing,
giving injections etc) so we just added the 5-point
NADA protocol...Then the nurses can give it.” Libby
says she’s been “very clear with nurses” about the need
for supervision by a doctor who is “knowledgeable
about the NADA protocol and writes the order for
the patients to receive this treatment.” To provide
the service in her program, Libby explains, nurses
must be NADA-trained and abide by written policies,
procedures and protocols that outline the limitations of
nurses to use acu detox.
NURSES continues on page 10

Herbal Sleepmix Detox Tea
Prepared in collaboration with Michael O. Smith, MD,
DAc and manufactured in strict accord with his formulas
We produce teabags in small quantities to assure freshness
PRE-PACKAGED
five teabags per polybag with label
$136.00 per case of 200 packages
LOOSE teabags
$72.00 per case of 1000 loose teabags
$25.00 per case of 300 loose teabags
Add $7.50 per case for p/h. Shipped UPS
Terms: COD or advance check or MC/Visa
Purchase orders okay from hospitals or government

To order or receive free Fact Sheet for Health Professionals, contact::
NUTRACONTROL

Box 1199 Old Chelsea Station, NY, NY 10011
(212) 929-3780 Fax (212) 765-7847 www.nutracontrol.com
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Recovery, Rebirth, Reunion:
NADA’s 25th Year!

2010 NADA Annual Conference and Pre-Conference Events
March 22-March 27 Monday-Saturday – NADA Full ADS Certificate Training (43 CE credits)*
March 25 Thursday – Administrators and Directors Workshop (5 CE credits)*
March 25 Thursday evening-- 6-8PM Registration/Welcome Reception with snacks and networking
March 26-27 Friday and Saturday-- Main Conference – (13 CE credits Incl Sat Luncheon) *

NADA Celebrates 25 Years--Looking Back and Looking Forward
New Orleans and Katrina--Lessons and Learnings
New Orleans First Responders’ Panel
New Orleans Musicians’ Clinic--Notes from the field
Sickle Cell--Atlanta leads the way to new treatment target
PTSD, Stress Reduction--NADA and the Armed Services
Film: Unimagined Bridges, Ear Acupuncture Treatment for Disaster Trauma
Mental Health and NADA in Europe--Denmark, Finland, Germany and Sweden research and films
Update: ADS States and Wanna Bes
Typhoon Disaster Treatment in the Philippines
NADA International Perspective including Africa, India, Asia
NADA Networking Luncheon (Saturday) -- an opportunity to share ideas and support each other’s work
Dr. Michael Smith’s Remarks and Reflections
* CEUs pending for acupuncturists and counselors
The Bourbon Orleans Hotel in French Quarter will be our conference location. Nestled in the heart of the French Quarter, the hotel features a rich history and is reminiscent of the early 1800’s. It is centrally located just steps away fromthe
famed St. Louis Cathedral, close to Royal Street, to the local artists and performers in Jackson Square, and to restaurants, galleries, nightlife and music.
NADA has reserved a block of rooms at the reduced rate of $119 plus taxes and fees per night single or double. That
rate is available until February 21, so please reserve your rooms early. For special rates mention ‘National Acupuncture
Detoxification Association’.
The Bourbon Orleans Hotel
717 Orleans Street
New Orleans, LA 70116
Make reservations directly with the hotel by calling toll free 866 513.9744 or 504 523.2222
Want to share a room and save money? Call the NADA office 888 765.NADA
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Pre-Conference Training

FOR CLINICIANS – 8 am, Monday, March 22, to 4 pm, Saturday, March 27
Earn an ADS certificate (and a total of 43 CE credits)*

Attend this pre-conference session, AND the main NADA conference (you must attend both to qualify) and earn your Acupuncture Detoxification
Specialist certificate of completion all in one six-day period. This low cost, time-efficient ADS training and conference combination comes just once
a year. From NADA’s top trainers, learn the simple ear needling technique and how to integrate it into addiction treatment settings. Practice it at
Bridge House and other treatment locations around New Orleans. For fifty years Bridge House has served as an addictions treatment center of last
resort, serving among others, the homeless and indigent. Therapy centers around the Twelve-Step Recovery system of Alcoholics Anonymous and
residents live within a Therapeutic Community model which empowers the individual to participate in decisions concerning life in Bridge House.
Acudetox is a recent and most welcome addition to treatment resources. www.bridgehouse.org or www.gracehouseneworleans.org
Register early – This event always sells out.

Addiction treatment professionals:

Who can be trained?

If you work in the addiction treatment or related fields, i.e., as a counselor, social worker, nurse, corrections officer, psychologist, medical doctor,
case manager, mentor, etc., you may be able to add acu detox to your skill base. Many states have licensing or specialized exemptions that allow
addiction professionals to learn and utilize the ear acupuncture for addictions protocol. To be sure, check your state laws and regulations. NADA
records show these states and provinces allowing some type of ADS practice: Arizona, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana,
Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, New Mexico, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Prince Edward Island, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Virginia, Washington and many Native American reservations.

Licensed acupuncturists:

Join in the exciting integration of Chinese medicine within traditional Western treatment settings. Collaborate with allopathic providers, criminal
justice systems and community organizations. Become an advocate for 5 point NADA protocol acupuncture in addiction treatment as well as dual
diagnosis and mental illness, disaster response including PTSD. Enjoy the rich experience of opening doors for acupuncture.
Training schedule: Trainees participate in a six-day, intensive sequence, beginning with four days of didactic and practicum training at Bridge House
and other New Orleans locations. (Accomodations will be available at the Bourbon Orleans Hotel during the training days — $119 single or double).
Homework assignments include some to be completed PRIOR to the training. Trainees finish final two days by attendance at the NADA Annual
Conference at the Bourbon Orleans Hotel in New Orleans. Attendance is required at all sessions – from 8 am Monday, March 22 through 4 pm, Saturday, March 27, so make your travel arrangements accordingly!
Travel and accommodations: Besides the registration fee (see Page 8), trainees will be responsible for the costs of transportation, lodging and food
throughout the training period. (Trainees from the local area may be able to commute.) After you register, the NADA training team will contact you
directly with details of schedule, transportation, lodging,
homework, what to wear, etc.

FOR DIRECTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS, Thursday March 25, 9 am – 3 pm

Integrating acu detox into your program (5 CE credits)*
Learn how to maximize the benefits of acu detox from the original experts: Michael O. Smith, MD, DAc, NADA co-founder and director of the Lincoln Recovery Center, and other NADA colleagues.
Topics:
Since acupuncture primarily helps patients to focus, to be less impulsive and self-conscious, they listen and participate better in treatmentactivities.
The treatment milieu benefits by a reduction in interpersonal tension and aggression – even in difficult prison settings violent incidents drop virtually
to zero.
These factors produce improved retention and program efficiency. In treatment sites around the globe, the result is improved patient outcomes which
in turn bolster the program’s financial strength without special funding.
In many jurisdictions, existing program staff can readily learn the NADA protocol under existing laws and regulations. Agencies can acquire a
NADA capability at very low cost.
The NADA protocol readily fits into existing treatment regimes. The addition of acupuncture offers program managers yet another way to show accreditation officials an improvement in quality.
*CE credits pending for acupuncturists and counselors.
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USA funds only, payable in advance, no P.O.s or vouchers

REGISTRATION
FORM

Cancellation Policy. Full refund less $50 processing fee for cancellations received before 5PM, February 26, 2010. No cancellations
accepted after that date.

Conference Registration Fees Schedule:
Pre-Registration
(before 5PM February
26, 2010)

Conference Only
March 26-27, 2010

NADA Full ADS
Certificate of Training **
March 22-27

Directors and Administrators
Workshop March 25

Current Member*

$270

$685

$175 ($75 if Conference Reg also)

Non-Member

$335

$750

$175 ($75 if Conference Reg also)

Student

$215

As above

$175 ($75 if Conference Reg also)

Current Member

$300

Pre-Registered only

$225 ($100 if Conf Reg also)

Non-Member

$365

Pre-Registered only

$225 ($100 if Conf Reg also)

Student

$245

Pre-Registered only

$225 ($100 if Conf Reg also)

At the Door

*Member Rate available to persons who are:
1. Current in NADA dues, or
2. Who renew their expired membership, or enroll as new associate members, on the Conference Registration form below.
**Attendance limited. First come, first served. No pre-registrations accepted after 5PM Friday Feb 26, 2010.
Check membership category 1, 2 or 3 below, then fill in the correct fee from table above for each event you will attend.
1.________I am a current NADA member, entitled to member registration price
2.________Please enroll me:__New __Renewal NADA member
The Bourbon Orleans Hotel
3.________Non-member
717 Orleans Street
New
Orleans, LA 70116
$________NADA Annual Conference, March 26-27, 2010
$________ADS Certificate Training, March 22-27, 2010
$________Directors and Administrators Workshop on Integration, March 25, 2010
$________NEW or RENEWAL MEMBER DUES ($65 or $40 student with proof of status)
$________Tax deductible contribution to NADA
$________TOTAL DUE to be paid by (check one) __Visa__MC__Check/MO
Mail form/payment to NADA, PO Box 1927, Vancouver, WA 98668 Fax 1.360.260.8620.
Questions: Phone toll free 1.888.765.NADA.

Reservations should
be made directly with
the hotel by calling tollfree 866.513.9744 or
504.523.2222

Name (Please print)
Organization (include only if needed as part of your mailing address)
Mailing address (street number or P.O Box, etc.)
City

State/Province

Day phone

Fax

Visa or MC #

Postal Code

Country

Email
Exp Date

Name on card if different
To NADA--Please enroll me as indicated above (signature required)

Date:
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California Acupuncturists Offered NADA Finishing School
A new site offering clinical hours for the
NADA certificate of training may soon be available
in Southern California. Licensed acupuncturists who
have previously attended the didactic portion of the
standard NADA course, perhaps at an acupuncture
college or weekend seminar, can now complete the
practicum part under the tutelage of clinicians at Santa
Barbara’s Project Recovery.
Project Recovery is one of NADA’s oldest
sites, originally incorporating acu detox under the
leadership of Ruth Ackerman, a doctoral level social
worker and former NADA president. Treatment
activities at the agency were documented in a 1990s
video which has been seen over the years by many
NADA members. As a principal service within the
mainstream addiction treatment system of the area,
Project Recovery treats a large number and variety of
patients, up to 75 individuals each day. Trainees will
see examples of most of the common clinical issues
and learn first hand from the experts how to deal with
them. The goal is to assist licensed acupuncturists to
function constructively and comfortably in the typical

addiction clinic environment. Conducting the training
in cooperation with Project Recovery is an entity
known as Santa Barbara Acupuncture Associates,
which already furnishes, on a contract basis, the
licensed acupuncturists who staff the agency’s acu
detox functions (See Guidepoints, September 2009).
SBAA sees the revenue from the training as part of
its strategy to stay solvent, and continue providing
affordable acu detox services to Project Recovery
clients, during California’s fiscal catastrophe.
According to SBAA member and NADA
trainer Jennifer Henry, besides being able to finally
earn the NADA certificate of training, acupuncturist
trainees taking the NADA training will also earn
inexpensive continuing education credit that is
necessary for periodic renewal of their acupuncture
credential.
SBAA also plans to offer the didactic
portion of the NADA training, thus providing the
only full service training site in the state. Contact:
Jennifer Henry, SBAA, Inc, 805-564-6057 ext. 118.
sbacupunctureassociates@gmail.com
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NURSES continued from page 5

Another program in Estes Park, Colorado has
also talked about training their nurses in acu detox,
says recently NADA-trained acupuncturist Melissa
Roberts. She runs an acu detox program at a 28-day
rehab program called Harmony Foundation. “If I’m
out sick then [the ADS-trained nurses could cover]”
she explains, adding that training Harmony nurses
could make acu detox available to clients daily, instead
of her solo services which are offered only thrice
weekly. She says she’s even thought about developing a
NADA training site at Harmony Foundation. Money
remains “the only roadblock,” she laments.
Finances also limit LUH’s capacity to expand
NADA services into the community or within the
hospital, says Jane. However, she adds, without
the recently trained psychiatric nurses, the LUH
behavioral health unit pilot couldn’t afford to continue
with the success they’ve documented over the past
year.
The pilot utilization began with twice weekly
treatments for three months, and continues at once
weekly. “Each patient signed a consent form, was
instructed briefly about the treatment, and filled out
a short pre- and post-treatment survey to rate their

NADA’s Mission
The National Acupuncture Detoxification Association is an
educational, not for profit, tax-exempt corporation supporting education and training in a specific auricular acupuncture protocol within comprehensive addiction treatment
programs to relieve suffering during detoxification, prevent
relapse and support recovery. NADA strives to make
acupuncture-based, barrier-free addiction treatment accessible to all communities and to ensure its integration with
other treatment modalities.
Guidepoints: News From NADA is published six times per
year for members. Annual dues of $65 (US funds) includes
subscription and other benefits. Publication contents may be
reproduced without permission (please give credit). Contact:
NADA, PO Box 1927, Vancouver WA 98668-1927. USA.
Phone: (360)254-0186. Fax: (360)260-8620. Email: NADAOffice@Acudetox.com
President: Ken Carter Editor: Jay Renaud Art Director:
Mary Renaud Staff Writer: Ryan Bemis ISSN-1070-8200

experience on a scale of 1-10,” says Jane. After the
first three months of the pilot, clients reported that
overall percentage changes decreased the most with
depression (56.11%) and anxiety (54.06%) after 30-45
minutes of acu detox. Clients also reported a decrease
in cravings (20.10%) and pain (24.84%). Anecdotally,
Jane reports, “Staff have remarked that the worse a
patient’s symptoms, such as with paranoia, the better
the patient’s response to the treatment.”
“Most of the patients are indigent,” reports Jane,
either voluntarily or involuntarily admitted for three
to four days. She adds that all inpatients in the unit
have psychiatric diagnoses, and many have addiction
problems, including nicotine (LUH is smoke-free).
“We are pleased with these results and certainly want
to see the program continue to help this population.”
The pilot received an initial $1000 grant from
an LUH benefactor who testified how acupuncture
helped her own recovery from prescription pain
medication. The hospital provides ongoing funding for
the needles and the staff.
“Offering this treatment sets us apart from other
hospitals in an increasingly competitive market,” Jane
says. At the same time, she points out, more education
and organization is ahead. “Pulling groups together at
specific times has proven difficult due to scheduling
issues of patients and lack of time to educate the
patients and other staff about the treatment.”
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Karen Vaughn

Wounded US Marines boost their recovery via
acupuncture services donated by acupuncturist and
NADA registered trainer Karen Vaughn. Based in
Wilmington, NC, Karen travels weekly 45 miles up
the coast to Camp Lejeune to lead troopers in tai
chi followed by needling sessions. Her volunteerism
earned photo-illustrated news coverage in the
Wilmington Star News which quoted the reaction of
one of the recovering men to an ear-needling session:
“It helps calm me down. I was pretty ill when I came
here.” Karen also maintains a private acupuncture
practice. She received her original NADA training
from David Eisen in 1995 and earned RT status in
1997. Contact: (910) 392-0870 acuprix@rr.ec.com

